POTENT RINGSC)
BY

R. E. JOHNSON

A semiprime ring may be defined as a ring in which every nonzero right ideal A is
potent, that is, A" / 0 for all n > 0. Evidently one can weaken the condition of
semiprimeness by assuming only that some class of right ideals is potent. A natural
choice for such a class is the class of all nonzero closed right ideals. A right ideal
of a ring R is called closed if it has no essential extension in the lattice Lr of right
ideals of R. We call ring R (right) potent iff every nonzero closed right ideal of R
is potent.
The present paper is concerned with potent rings R for which the (right) singular
ideal is zero and the lattice L* of closed right ideals of R is atomic. Necessary and
sufficient conditions are given (3.7) for a triangular block matrix ring over a field F
to be potent. Such a potent ring is shown to have a full triangular block matrix
ring as a classical quotient ring under certain conditions (3.6).
If R is a finite-dimensional potent irreducible ring, then the ideals of R in L*
form a chain R = T0 > Ty > ■■■> Tk = 0. This fact allows us to imbed a potent
triangular block matrix ring S in R and, in turn, to imbed R in a full triangular

block matrix ring M. If dimT¡ —dimTi+l> I in L*, i = l,---,k —I, then it is
shown that M is a classical quotient ring of R (4.4). This generalizes Goldie's
results on prime rings.
1. Atomic potent rings. If R is a ring, then Lr (or Lr(R)) denotes the lattice of
right ideals and L2 the lattice of 2-sided ideals of R. The notation Ar is used
for the right annihilator of an element or subset A of R.
If Lis a lattice with 0 and I and A,BeL, then B is called an essential extension

of A iff A cz B and A DC ¿ 0 whenever B C\C ^ 0, CeL. We call AeLclosed
iff A is the only essential extension of A and large iff I is an essential extension of A.
A minimal element of L— {0} is called an atom of L; dually, a maximal element of
L— {/} is called a coatom of L. We call lattice L atomic iff each nonzero element
of L contains an atom.
The set R* = {a e R | ar large in Lr} is an ideal of ring R called the right singular
ideal. If Rf = 0, then each ,4eLr has a unique maximal essential extension A*,
and the set L* of closed right ideals of R is a complete complemented modular
lattice. If J* denotes the lattice of all annihilating right ideals of R, then it is easily
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seen that J* cz L*. The lattice J* is not usually a sublattice of L* although intersections are set-theoretic in both lattices. For convenience, we let L*r2= L*rC\L2
and J*2 = J* n L2. Corresponding left properties of a ring R axe indicated by
replacing each "r" by an "/".
A ring R is called right atomic iff RA = 0 and L* is atomic. The union in Lr of all
atoms of L* is denoted by R°. A right atomic ring R is called (right) stable in [2]
iff (Rr)r = 0. If every nonzero closed right ideal of a right atomic ring R is potent
then R is called a (right) potent ring, or a P-ring. It is clear that a right atomic
ring R is potent iff A2 ¥=0 for every atom A e L*. Hence, a P-ring is also a stable ring.
If R is a right atomic ring, then atoms A and B of L* are called perspective,
A ~ B, iff they have a common complement in L*. It may be shown that if A ¥=B,
then A ~ B iff either Aufi contains a third atom C or a r= br for some nonzero
a e A and b e B [3, p. 540]. The union in L*of all atoms perspective to an atom A
is an atom in the center C* of L*. It is known that C* is a Boolean algebra and

that the elements of C* are ideals of R [3, p. 541]. The ring R is called (right)
irreducible iff C* = {0, R}. We shall call a right atomic, irreducible ring an
l-ring. Clearly a right atomic ring R is an I-ring iff A ~ B for all atoms A, Be L*. An

I-ring which is also a P-ring will be called a Pi-ring.

1.1. Lemma. // R is a P-ring and A, Be L* then A*c Br iff A' n B = 0.
Proof. If A' cz Br then A' n B cz B' cz (A ' n B) \ (A ' n B) 2 = 0, and therefore
A" n B = 0. Conversely, if 4' n £ = 0 then A" cz (AB)r cz Br.
It might be worth observing that the atomicity of R is not needed in 1.1.
1.2. Lemma.

// R is a P-ring and A~ B, where A and B are atoms of L*r,

then either AB^O
Proof.

or BAjí 0.

The lemma is obvious if A = B, so let us assume that A # B. Suppose

that AB = BA = 0. Then there exists an atom C czAuB such that C C\A = C <~\B
= 0. Since AC\Ar = BC\B' = 0, evidently A(a + b) ¿ 0 and B(a + b) # 0 for
all nonzero a e A and beB. Hence, AC i= 0 and BC # 0 in view of the fact that
C n(A + B) # 0. Therefore, Ar cz C and Br <=C by 1.1. We cannot have either

CA 5¿ 0 or CB # 0, for then either C = Ar or C = Br and either A <=Br cz Ar
or B c A' cz Br contrary to assumption. Hence, CA = CB = 0 and C(A uß) = 0,
contrary to the fact that C2 ^ 0. We conclude that either AB # 0 or BA # 0 as
desired.
Perhaps we should point out that if A and B axe atoms of L* such that
AB # 0 then necessarily A~ B. For if ab ^ 0 for some aei
and beB, then
(aè)' = br [3,6.9] and ^ ~ B by our remarks above.

1.3. Lemma. If R is a Pi-ring and A,BeL*

then either Ar C\B = 0 or

A riff = 0.
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If A" n B # 0 and Ar.Br^0,
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then there exist atoms C,DeL*

that C cz Ar n B and D cz A f, Br. However, then CD = DC = 0 contrary

such
to 1.2.

1.4. Theorem. If R is a Pi-ring and S = {Ar\AeL*}, then S is a chain in
J*. Also, S = {0,R} iff R is a prime ring.

Proof.

The first part follows from 1.1 and 1.3. If JRis not prime, then BC = 0

for some nonzero B, CeL2. Since B'eL*r, Br # R, evidently A n C = 0 for some
atom A e L*. Clearly AC = 0 and therefore Ar =£0. This proves 1.4.
2. Finite-dimensional rings. A ring R is said to have finite right rank iff there
exists an integer n such that every independent subset of Lr has at most n elements.

If RA= 0, then R has finite right rank iff the lattice L*is finite dimensional. The
dimension of L* is called the (right) rank, or dimension, of R and is denoted by
dim R. A prefix of "F" used in designating a ring indicates that it is assumed to
be finite dimensional. The case dim R = 1 is uninteresting (if RA = 0, it means
that RR_1 is a field), so we shall always tacitly assume that dim R > 1.

2.1. Lemma. If R is an FPI-ring and TeL*2 — {R}, then T= Ar for some
atom AeL*.
Proof. Clearly BT<zzBr.T=0
for some atom BeL*. Let atom AeL*
be chosen so that A" is a minimal element of {Br\BeL*r, B an atom, Br zz>T}.
If T^ Ar, there exists an atom CeL* such that C n T= 0 and C cz A'. Since

AC = 0, necessarily CA # 0 by 1.2 and C cz Ar, C # A', by 1.1. Since C zz>T,
this is contrary to the choice of A. Hence, T= Ar as desired.
An interesting consequence of 2.1 is that Ar = 0 for some atom A e L*. Actually,
this is true for any finite-dimensional stable ring by [2, 2.13].

2.2. Theorem. If R is an FPI-ring, then L*2 = J*2 and L*r2is a finite chain
R = T0 > Ty > ••• > Tk= 0. // AeL* - {0} and A<= T¡ then Ar cz TJ+1.
Conversely,

if A is an atom of L* and Ar cz Tj+1 then A cz T}.

Proof. The first part follows directly from 2.1 and 1.4. The other parts are
obvious if j = 0, so let us assume that j > 0. By 2.1, there exists an atom BeL*

such that Br=Tj.
ArczB",

Ar=£Br,

If ,4eL*-{0}
by 1.1. Hence,

and A cz T}, then A'r\B = 0 by 1.3 and
^r<zzTJ+1.

Conversely,

if A is an atom

and

Ar cz TJ+1, then Ar cz Br, Ar ± Br, and A n Br # 0 by 1.1. Hence, A cz T¡. This
proves 2.2.

2.3. Corollary.

If 0^j

<k, then T¡ is the union of all atoms AeL* such

that A' cz Tj+y.
If R is an FPI-ring of dimension n, then the lattice J* (Jf) is shown in [4] to
be a complemented lower (upper) semimodular lattice in which every maximal
chain has length n. If J*2 consists of R = T0 > Ty > ••• > Tk= 0 as in 2.2, then
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Jf2 consists of 0 = To < T[ < ■■■
< Tk = R. For each atom A e L*, there exists
an integer j, 0 = j < k, such that A cz Tj and A' = TJ+1 by 2.1 and 2.2. Let us
select aeA such that a2 ^ 0, and define £ = arl, an atom of J* containing a.

Clearly BczTlj+1 and BC\T] = 0. Hence, T¡B = 0 and B'czTJ. Since BleJt*2
and Bl 4> Tj+1 (for Bl zz>T'J+yimplies B c TJ+1 and a e TJ+1, contrary to the fact
that AnTJ+y=
0), evidently Bl= TJ. Clearly B is potent, and we have proved

the following result.
2.4. Lemma. If R is an FPI-ring and J*2 = {Tq, ••-,£/} as above, then for
each integer j, 0 ^ j < k, there exists a potent atom BeJf

such that B cz TJ+1

and £' = T¡.
Assume that we have selected an independent set {By, •■•,Bp}of potent atoms of

Jf (i.e., Bi+1 n(By U ••• U£¡) = 0, i = 1, ---,p - 1) such that
C <zzTj+1 and C n Tj=0

where C= BjU-

U£p.

If C U T] # Tj+y, then C n Ty ^ TJ+1 and there exists an atom A e L* such
that AczC n Tj- and ^ n T;+1 = 0. Let a e A, a2 ¿ 0, and B = arl, an atom of
Jf. By the proof of 2.4, B is a potent atom such that B c T[+1 and BnT¡ = 0.
If Be C U Tj then Br =>CnTj
and o2 = 0, contrary to assumption. Hence,
B n(C U Tj) = 0. By a lattice-theoric argument (see [4, §4]), (B U C) n Tj = 0
also. The result below now follows by induction.
2.5. Lemma. Let R be an FPI-ring and J*2 = {T0\ •■■,Tlk} as above. Then
for each integer j, 0^j<k,
there exists an independent set {By,--,Bq} of
potent atoms of Jf such that

(By U .- U£9) U Tj= Tj+t,

(By u - UB,) n T) = 0.

If R is an FPI-ring of dimension n and J*2 = {T0, ••-, Tj} as above, then dim T,
in L* equals n —dim T¡ in Jf by [4]. For convenience, let

d( = dimT/,

i = 0,- -,fc.

Thus, 0 = d0 < dy < ••• < dk = n. We shall call
(dy -dQ, d2 -dy,---,dk-dk-y)
the set of block numbers of R. By 1.4, R is prime iff (n) is its set of block numbers.
In view of 2.5, there exists an independent set {By, ■■■,B„}
of potent atoms of J*

such that if

Cj = Bij+yU-VBdj+i,

7 = 0, -,k-l,

then

CjKJT'j=TJ+y, CjnTJ = 0,

j = 0,-,k-l.

If we define
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n

Aj= f)

t-l;t+j

B\,

j=l,-,n,

then {Ay,---,A„} is an atomic basis of L* contained in J*, as shown in [4]. It is
immediate that

A'j= Û

Bi> J = l>-,n.

l = l;i*j

If i and j are selected so that d; < i :g d,+1, then B¡ czTj+1 and B¡ n Tj = 0, so
that Bx dz Tj+1 and B¡ cz T¡. Since ,4/zb B¡, clearly A¡ c\ TJ+l = 0. On the other
hand, A\ zz>T) and therefore A¡ cz T}. Thus by 2.2, A] = TJ+l. Since Bp cz T\+1 iff
p> dj+y, evidently AtBp ^ 0 iff p zg dJ + 1. We assemble these results below.
2.6. Theorem. Let R be an FPI-ring of dimension n with block numbers
(by,---,bk). Then there exist potent atomic bases {By,---,B„} for J* and

{Ay,---,A„}for L* such that:

(1) Ax= i\Jj+fljY and Bx= i\JmAj)1,¿= 1,-,».
(2) J*2= {A\\i = l,-,n},

Jf = {Bj|i = l,-,n}.

(3) A\ ^ Ar2^ ■••^/l„r=0 and 0= B[ zgB2 g ••• zgB^.
(4) A- = Arjand B\ = By iff d0 + ■■■
+dp<i and j g d0 + ••• + dp+ifor some
p, where d0 = 0.

(5) A¡Bj± 0 iff i > d0 + ••• + dp and d0 + ■••+ dp <; g d0 + ••• + d„+1 for
some p.
3. Triangular-block matrix rings. We shall give examples of FPI-rings in
this section. To this end, let F be a (skew) field and F¿J-,i,j = 1, ■■-,n, be additive
subgroups of F such that

(3.1)

F¡jFjk cz Fik,

i,j,k=l,--,n,

and let
(3.2)

S=

t

Fi}ei3,

where the e,7 are the usual n x n unit matrices. Clearly S is a subring of (F)„, the
ring of all n x n matrices over F.
The ring S will be called a T-ring (triangular-block matrix ring) in (F)„ iff there

exist integers 0 = d0<dy < ■■■
<dk = n such that

Fij # 0 iff i > dp and dp<jû

dp+1,p = 0, ■■-,
k - 1.

Associated with S is the full T-ring
n

M =
(3 3)

Z

Fye.y, where Fy = F whenever F(J-5e0,

l''= 1

and F'lj = 0 otherwise.
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It is clear that M is closed under inverses. We shall call M the full cover of S.
The T-ring S described above can be thought of as a ring of k x k matrices
whose elements are rectangular matrices over F. Thus,

(3.4)

S = (Srs\r,s = l,-,k)

where S„ is a set of mr x ms matrices (m¡ = d¡ — d¡-i)

of the form

(ful* = dr + U—,dr+i,j = ds + 1, —,ds+y), fjeFij.
The k x k matrices of S axe triangular, having zeros above the main diagonal. The
full cover M of S has the form (Mrs), where Mrs is the set of all mr x ms matrices

over F if r 3; s, and is zero otherwise. It is easily shown that the matrix ring Su is
prime for each i.
A ring R is called a (right) quotient ring of ring S, and we write S ¿LR,iïïS czR
and aS n S # 0 for every nonzero a e R. If ring R has a unit and S cz R, then R
is called a (right) classical quotient ring of S iff every regular element be S
(i.e., br = bl = 0) has an inverse in R and R = {a&-11 a,beS, b regular}. If R
is a classical quotient ring of S, we write R = SS_1. Clearly S ¿LR whenever

SS'1 = R. If M is a full T-ring, then MM'^M.
3.5. Theorem. If S is a T-ring in (F)„ given by 3.2, then S <=(F)„ iff
FnFy-y^F.
Proof.

If B = Seyy, then Bl = 0 and therefore B^S.lfS^
(F)n, then B á (F)„
(/en)BnB#0.
Hence, fFyyCiFyy^O
and

and for every nonzero feF,
FeFyyFy-y'.ThUS^yyFy-y^F.

Conversely, if FujF¡i = F then F^FJi1 = £ for all i and 7 by [4, Lemma 1.1].
Let a = Ylaijeije(F)„, where a^eF and some <jps# 0. For each i, there exists
some nonzero / e Fsl such that aisfeFn.
Since pJ;/¡Fu^0
by [4, Lemma 1.1],
figi=f^0
for some g¡e£n,
i = l,---,n. Clearly a(fesl)eS and a(/esl)#0.

Hence, S^(F)„.
If S is a T-ring in (F)n and S ^ (£)„, then necessarily
L*(S) £ £*((£)„). Since (F)n is an FI-ring, S is also an FI-ring.
3.6. Theorem.

Let S be a T-ring in (F)„ given by 3.2 and M be its full cover.

Then SS'1 = M iffF^¿im
Proof.

S* = 0 and

F, i = 1, -,n.

If SS-1 = M and S = (Srs) and M = (Mrs) axe represented

as in 3.4,

then evidently S^SJ1 = Mn for each i. Hence, £,¡£¡71 = £ for each i by [4,
Theorem 1.2].
Conversely, if £,-¡£,71= £ for each i then £,,£// = FjjF,'1 = F for all i and j

for which £y#0

by [4, Lemma 1.1]. Let d = (d¡f)eM, dtJeF, d # 0. Then

d¡j = ayjbyj1for some aueFtJ and fciye£^, i, j = 1, ---.n. Now pl¡fc¡j-F;j-# 0 for
each j by [4, Lemma 1.1], and hence there exist nonzero b¡ e £y and cy e F¡¡ such
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that bj = bijC¡j,i,j = 1, ••-,«. Clearly d = ab~1
fr = HjbjCjj. This proves 3.6.
3.7. Theorem.

Lei Ska

where

a ■ EayCyfy and

T-ring in (F)„ g/ren ¿>j>3.2 sucn r/iar S g (F),.

T/ien S is potent iff
(3.8)

F,/*}1 = F,

Proof.

; < fc, i, k = 2, ••-, n.

Assume that R is potent. Let j and k be integers such that 2 z%j < k z%n

and let d e F, d # 0. Then d = a¡a~k1 for some a e Fn by 3.5. If
a = a}e3y + akekl,

then aeS
¿2#0

and ^4 = (aR)* is an atom of L*(since aris a coatom). By assumption,

for some

be A. If b = Hbrsers,

brseFrs,

then

brs = 0 if r =£j or k and

b;s # 0 iff bks# 0. For if brs ¿ 0 with r #; or fc, or if bjs # 0 and fc^ = 0, then
ibesl)R O aR # 0 contrary to the atomicity of .4. Hence, either bj7 # 0 or ftM ?í 0.
If bjj / 0, then (6e;i)R naR#0
and f>¿,/ = a¡g, bkjf'— akg for some nonzero

figeF.

Hence, ajak1 = bjfb^eF' ¡¡F^1. If bw ^ 0, then ibekx)RC\aR J±0 and

a¡ak 1 = bjkbkk1eFjkFkk1by the same reasoning. However, if both FJk and Fkj
are nonzero, then FJkFk~klcz F]}Fk~jX.Therefore, deFjjFk~¿. We conclude that

F-FZ1 = F.
Conversely, let us assume that 3.8 holds. Every atom A of L* contains a nonzero
element

a of the form a = akeki + ■■■+ anenX, axeFiX,

ak # 0. If k = 1, then

a2 # 0 and A is potent. If k> 1, we claim that there exists some ft = ¿?fcetó
+ •■•
+ b„enkeA, bxeFik, with bx# 0 iff a¡ / 0. Since b2 # 0, this will prove that A
is potent and hence will prove the theorem.
Such a be A exists iff aj = b¡g, i = fc, --^n, for some nonzero/,geF;
i.e., iff

(1)

ak1bk = a~1b¡

for each i for which a; # 0.

Assume, for simplicity of notation, that at ¥=0 if k z%i i%p and that a¡ = 0 if
i > p. If we have found nonzero b¡ e Fik, i = 1, ••»,m — 1, for which (1) holds, with
m zg p, then let us select nonzero bmeFmk and ceFkk such that a~1bic = a~Jbm
(which we can do, since FkkF^k~1=F). Then a^1 6.x = a^bfi = a"1 f>m,i = 1, ■■»,
m — 1, and (1) follows by induction. This proves 3.7.
If a T-ring is potent, then its block numbers are the obvious ones according to

the result below.
3.9. Theorem. Let S be a T-ring in (F)„ whose blocks are defined by the
numbers 0 = d0 < dx < ■■■
< dk as in 3.2. // S zg (F)„ and S is potent, then
L*2 = {T0,-,Tk}
where T0 = R, Tk = 0, and
n

Tt =

Z

£

r> m

j —1

Frjerj

where m = d¡; i = 1, -,/c — 1.
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If A —ejjS, where j = d¡ for some i, 0 < i ^ k, then clearly Ar = T.

Conversely, if B is an atom of L*, let r be the maximum integer for which be„ ^ 0
for some beB. We claim that r = d¡ for some i. Otherwise, e/,-i < r < d¡ for
some i and we can find a nonzero ceuueS, where u = d¡, and nonzero /e£lx
ge Ful such that b(ferl) = (ceu„)(geul) just as we did in the proof of 3.7. Clearly

cettUe B, contrary to the choice of r. Since B contains nonzero elements of the
form ben fox r = l,---,d¡

and Bess = 0if s> d„ evidently Br = T¡. This proves 3.9.

The block numbers of the potent ring S of 3.9 clearly are (dy —d0, ■■■,dk
—dk_y).
Thus, 3.9 gives us a way of constructing FPI-rings having any prescribed block
numbers. In particular, any full T-ring in (F)„ is an FPI-ring. A T-ring over the
ring of integers is also an FPI-ring.
As a slightly different example, let F be a field which has a nonzero subring K
such that KK'1 / F. Then the 2 x 2 matrix rings
S = Feyy + Fe2y + Ke22,

M = Feu

+ Fe2l + £e22

are both potent. However, SS_1 # M, i.e., S doesn't have M as a classical
quotient ring.
We point out that if S is a potent T-ring in (f ). such that S :g (£)„ and Fjk and
FkJ axe nonzero for some j and k, say with k > j, then
(1)

FjjFjj

= FkkFkk = £.

To prove (1), we have that for any nonzero a,b,c,d e F there exist fe £jV and
geFkJ such that a~1db =fg~1, or d = (a/c)(bgc)_1.
By letting a,ceFu
and
b e Fjk, we see that d e £¿,£7/ ; and by letting a e FkJ, b e Fkk, and c e Fjk, we can
see that deFkkFkk. Since c is any nonzero element of £, (1) is proved.
The situation described in the preceeding paragraph will occur in T-ring S of

3.2 iff di+l -d¡> 1 for some i. If S ^ (£)„, then £711£11 =£ irrespective of
whether or not dy —d0 > 1. If, in addition, S is potent and di+1 —d¡ > 1 for all
i > 0, then F^F^1 = F for all k by (1) above. This proves the following corollary

of 3.6 and 3.7.
3.10. Corollary. Let S be a T-ring in (£)„ defined by 3.2, S ^ (F)„, and M be
the full cover of S. If S is potent and di+1 —d¡> 1 for all i > 0, then SS'1 = M.
4. FPI-rings as matrix rings. It is well known that every n-dimensional
I-ring R has a full ring Q of linear transformations of an n-dimensional vector
space over a field as a quotient ring and that L*(Q) = L*{R) under the correspondence A^> A(~\R, AeL*(Q). (See [1] for references.) Let R be an FPI-ring, and
the A¡ and B} be as given in 2.6. Corresponding to the basis {Ay, •■•,A„} of

L*(R) is an atomic basis {A'y,•■■,A'„}of L*(Q). By [5, Proposition 5, p. 52], there
exists a set {eiy| i,_/ = 1, ••-,«} of matrix units in Q such that A¡'= euQ and hence

A{= (etiQ)n R, i = 1,-, ft. Clearly B,= ( (J^;)'

= K ?>i+fis&n ä3'=(0«b)

OR, i = l,--,n.
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Relative to the given set of matrix units in Q, there exists a field F such that
[6; Proposition 6, p. 52]

Q=

i FetjStiFX.
tj-t

Then

A¡ r\ Bj = Fijeij,

i,j = l,—,n,

for some additive subgroups Fy of F satisfying 3.1. If we let

(4.1)

S=Í Fuei},
i,j=i

then S is a subring of R. By 2.6 (5), Fu #0 iff i > dp and dp <j zg dp+l for some p.
Thus, S is a T-ring in (F)„ with the same block numbers as R.
Since Bly= 0, we know that By g R. Also, {Ay r\By,---,A„ nß,}
basis of L*riBy). Hence,
Flieil

Fue,,

+ -+FnlenlczS)

+ ••• + Fnlenl zg By rg R,

and

is an atomic

therefore

(since

SzgRzgß.

Associated with the T-ring S is the full T-ring M over F with the same block
numbers as S.
4.2. Lemma. IfR is an FPI-ring and rings Q, S, and M are defined as above
then SczRezzM.

Proof. If beR, then beQ and b = Ei^ey for some bXjeF. If brs j= 0 then
ie„f)biessg)eR
for any nonzero/eF„
and geFss; i.e., c=fbrsgerseR.
Since
c e /4r n Bs, evidently fbrsg e F„ and Frs 5e 0. Thus, b e M. This proves 4.2.

4.3. Theorem. If R is an FPI-ring and S cz R cz M as in 4.2, /nen S is an
FPI-ring having the same dimensions and same block numbers as R.

Proof. Since S z%Q, dim S = dim R and FnF~y = F for all / and m. Let
afijy + ameml = aeS, where 1 <j < m, a¡eFjy, and a¡ # 0 and am # 0. Also
let d = amaj1 and e = en + demJ. Clearly c2 = e and eQ is an atom of L*(Q).
Hence, A = eg n R is an atom of L*(R). As such, it is potent. Let be A, b2 ^ 0.
Now b = Hiieji + dem)c¡ for some c¡ e F. Since b2 # 0, either c} ^ 0 or cm # 0.
Assume that c,- ^ 0. Then (ew/)è(e7Jg) e F^e,-, and iemmh)bieJ}g)eFmjemj for all
nonzero
fgeF}1
and
heFmm.
Hence,
fcjgeFjj,
hdcjgeFmJ,
and

ihdf'1) ifCjg)eFmJ, hdf'1 eFmjFj/. Since d ranges over F, so does nd/"1 and
therefore FmjFJjX= F (or, taking inverses, FjjF'j1 = F).
If Cj-= 0 but

for all nonzero

ifdh'^ihc^eF^,

cm5e0,

then

f,geFmm

(emm/)Z>(emmg)eFmmemm and

and

AeFJy.

fdh-'-eF^Ff1.

Hence,

ienh)biemmg)eFjmeJm

fdcmgeFmn,

hcmgeFJm,

and

Therefore, FmmF]¿= F. By previous

remarks, we must also have F}JFmf = F. Thus, S is potent by 3.7.
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If the block numbers of S, and hence also of R, axe all greater than 1 with the
possible exception of the first one, then f ¡¡£¡7x = £ for all i and SS~1 = M by 3.6.
Clearly, then, RR_1 = M, and we have proved the following result.

4.4. Theorem. Let R be an FPI-ring with block numbers (my,---,mk). If
m¡ > I for i = 2, ■•-,mk, then RR'1 = M, the full T-ring over afield F with block
numbers (my,---,mk).

5. Reducible rings. Let us call a ring R reducible iff Rra= 0 and C* ^ {0,R}.
If H e C* H # 0 or R, then K = Hle C* also and H O K = 0, H = K'[3,6.7].
Hence, H + K ?¿R.lf Ris atomic, then each atom of L*r(R)is contained in either H
or K by our remarks in §1. Therefore, the set of atoms of H + K coincides with
the set of atoms of R, and R is potent iff H + K is potent.
This leads us to consider the direct sum R = Ry ©R2 °ftwo rrngs &i and R2
Clearly, Lr(R¡) cz Lr(R), i = 1,2. Let us assume that £■= 0 (in R¡)» i = 1,2. Then
C n R¡ # 0 for each right ideal C of R not contained in Rj, i # j. In particular, if C
is a large right ideal of R then C n£¡ is a large right ideal of R¡,i = 1,2. Con-

versely, if C¡ is a large right ideal of R¡, i = 1,2, then C = Cy + C2 is a large right
ideal of R. From these remarks, it follows readily that RA= Rfr+ Rf,. If RA= 0,
then it is not difficult to show that

L*(R) = {Ay + A2\AieL*r(Ri)}.
Hence, R is potent iff Ry and R2 axe potent.
If R is an FP-ring, and {Rt, ••-,£„} is the set of atoms of C*, then Ry + •■•+ Rn
is a direct sum of ideals of R and Rx + ■•■+ R„ _ R [3, p. 541]. By our remarks
above, each R¡ is an FP-ring. Actually, each R¡ is an FPI-ring. Let the T-rings

S¡, M¡, and Q¡ be selected as in 4.2, S¡cz R¡cz M¡cz Q¡, i = l,--,n.
ßi + "" + 6b is the maximal right quotient of Rx + ••• + R„, so that

Then

Sx + ••• + Sn = Ry + ■••+ R„ = R = ßi + - + ÔB-

If b e R, then b = Z b¡, b¡e Q¡, bR¡ <=Rh and hence ¿»¡Sjcz Mt for each i. Clearly,
then, b¡eM¡ for each i and beMj + •■•+ M„. Thus, R _■Mi + ••• + M„.
The theorem below follows from these remarks and the work of the preceeding
sections.

5.1. Theorem. If R is an FP-ring then there exist FPI-rings Ry,---,R„ such
that Ry © ••• © R„ = R. Furthermore, if S¡ and M¡ are the associated T-rings of
R¡, selected as in 4.2, i=l,---,n,
then
Sy ©•••©Sn

= RgM1©-..©MB.

If M = My® ■■■
©M„, then RR'1 = M iff RyRT1= M„ i = l,-,n.
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